
Pilot Code of Conduct 
 

NZHGPA Member Ethical Conduct: https://nzhgpa.org.nz/code-of-conduct-and-complaints/ 

For Visiting Pilots: 
Unlike a lot of places in Europe that I have flown, e.g. Krushevo where no-one seems to mind where 

you land, there are many landowners in NZ, that, in spite of all the open space are very reluctant ( do 

not like) paraglider pilots just turning up in their fields or on their property. 

As a result the NZHGPA has, as part of its Operations Manual, a Code of Conduct which is guidance 

for how to behave when you land out on some farmers land. 

A lot of the local farmers, especially near Treble Cone, get a lot of tourists driving up the road and 

walking on their land to view the scenery and then they go to the toilet! 

Always, no matter the circumstance if you are confronted by a landowner, be a little humble and be 

polite. Save your griping and grudging until later in the bar! 

These guidelines will also bode you well whilst in Australia. 

APPENDIX B - COUNTRY CODE  
 

Section 5.5.1.6 of the NZHGPA OPM contains the Country Code, which guides conduct on flying sites. 
 
Association members depend on good relations with farmers and others who own the  land we fly on. 

Pilots shall adhere to the guidelines in the Country Code to ensure they  and other pilots will be able 
to continue to fly:  
 

(a) ALWAYS CHECK with local pilots before flying at new sites.  
(b) ALWAYS ASK PERMISSION to fly unless you are absolutely certain that the owner  allows use of 
the site without asking.  
(c) CHECK AGAIN at spring time as most farms have pregnant and new-born stock that can  easily be 

frightened and injured.  
(d) DO NOT show displeasure or abuse an owner if permission is refused. This could hamper getting 
permission in the future.  

(e) ALWAYS GET PERMISSION to take a vehicle on to property. Ensure that vehicles without gliders 
are not taken on to the property. Put all gliders on/into one car rather than  having a convoy crossing 
the property. If stock is near, drive slowly.  
(f) LEAVE GATES as you find them. Gates may be closed to keep stock in or open to allow stock to 

feed. Ensure that all pilots and drivers understand.  
(g) USE STILES and gates wherever possible. If you must cross a fence, cross at a post or strainer 
post.  

(h) AVOID hay, standing or cut, unless permission has been given to cross it.  
(i) AVOID landing in paddocks containing crops or stock. Carefully move off crops to avoid damage.  
(j) DO NOT LIGHT FIRES at any time.  
(k) DO NOT SMOKE during times of fire risk.  

(l) DO NOT TAKE DOGS onto any farm or property.  
(m) DO NOT disturb plants or machinery, move around it.  
(n) LEAVE NO RUBBISH.  

 
And one more that local Wanaka farmers have commented on: 
(o) Do Not be seen going to the toilet! 

Amend to Suit your Comp or 

Gathering, especially country 

code relevant to your location 


